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Outline & Context

We would like to study Ext groups in HoTT to do more homotopy
theory. When interpreted into an ∞-topos, we get Ext group
objects. In certain toposes we recover sheaf Ext from algebraic
geometry. Sheaf Ext usually requires injective resolutions, but our
construction does not. Most results formalized in Coq-HoTT [3].

Outline:

1. Object classifiers / universes

2. Our construction of internal Yoneda Ext groups

3. Smallness & relation to Eilenberg–Mac Lane objects

4. Recovering sheaf Ext

5. A concrete example: internal Ext of G -modules



Subobject classifiers vs (small) object classifiers

Let E be a (elementary) topos.
The subobject classifier is the
morphism � : 1 → Ω in E which
classifies monomorphisms:

Or, Sub(B) � E (B ,Ω), naturally
in B.

Let X be an ∞-topos. An
object classifiera is a morphism
�U → U in X which classifies
(small) morphisms:

Or, (X /κB)core � X (B ,U) as
∞-groupoids, naturally in B .

aFor some inaccessible cardinal κ.
Also called a universe.



Universes of propositions and sets

From the universe �U → U in X we can carve out subuniverses:

Inside X there is a 1-topos τ≤0(X ) of “sets” in X , which is

itself classified by the (sub)universe �Set → Set:



The 1-topos τ≤0(X ) of sets in X

There is a 1-topos τ≤0(X ) of “sets” (classified by �Set → Set).
Examples of τ≤0(X ) ⊆ X :



Universes of modules

We can also construct universes of structured objects. Let R be a
ring in X , that is, a ring object in the 1-topos τ≤0(X ).



Yoneda Ext with respect to a universe

Let �U → U be an object classifier in X , and consider a ring R

with associated universe �R-Mod → R-Mod. Define:

Def. For R-modules A and B, let Ext1R(B ,A) :≡ π0(SESR(B ,A)).



Relation to external Yoneda Ext

Let A,B be R-modules in X , SESR(B ,A) the object of short
exact sequences from A to B , and Ext1R(B ,A) :≡ π0(SESR(B ,A)).

The object R-Mod in X is an internal abelian category [1], and
this makes X (B ,R-Mod) into an abelian category for all B ∈ X .

Prop (F.–C.). We have a natural isomorphism

Ext1R(B ,A) � π0(X (1, SESR(B ,A)))

of ordinary abelian groups (or of X (1,R)-modules, if R is
commutative), where the LHS is the ordinary Yoneda Ext group.

We define higher Ext groups as a profunctor tensor product:

ExtnR(B ,A) � Ext1R(B ,−)⊗ · · ·⊗ Ext1R(−,A).

Formula due to Guitart and Van den Bril [2] for external Ext.



Relation to Eilenberg–Mac Lane objects

Let A,B be R-modules in X , SESR(B ,A) the object of short
exact sequences from A to B , and Ext1R(B ,A) :≡ π0(SESR(B ,A)).

Problem: Ext1R(B ,A) is large! (It’s not classified by U .)

Theorem. Ext1Z(B ,A)
∼= H1(B ;A). Follows that Ext1R is small.

The Theorem should be that
SES_{Z}(B,A) is equivalent to
pointed maps (K(B,2) ->* K(A,3)),
which is what the "proof" shows.



Recovering sheaf Ext

Let A,B be R-modules in X , and Ext1R(B ,A) :≡ π0(SESR(B ,A)).
We defined ExtnR(B ,A) � Ext1R(B ,−)⊗ · · ·⊗ Ext1R(−,A).

There is an existing notion of sheaf Ext in τ≤0(X ), defined as the
right derived functors of the internal hom (−)Bof R-modules.

Theorem (F.–C.). If X is 1-localica, then ExtnR(B ,A) is the nth

right derived functor of (−)B , hence recovers sheaf Ext in τ≤0(X ).

Remark. There are interesting abelian subcategories of R-modules
which lack enough injectives, hence lack a notion sheaf Ext.

Even for R ≡ Z, higher sheaf Ext does not necessarily vanish. In
the Sierpiński topos, one can check that

Ext2Z(Z/2 → 0, 0 → Z) = (Z/2 → 0) �= 0.

aActually, we only need X to be étale over a 1-localic ∞-topos.



A concrete example: internal Ext of G -modules

Let X be G -spaces for a discrete group G , so τ≤0(X ) are G -sets.
An abelian group in X is then a G-module. For G -modules A,B
the object SESZ(B ,A) is itself a G -space:

The functor π0 : X → X takes components “G -equivariantly:”



Thank you for your attention!
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